Healthcare Workers Vs Hunger Challenge

A FRIENDLY COMPETITION TO TACKLE FOOD INSECURITY... AND VIE FOR THE GLASS APPLE TROPHY!

Join team IM Generous!

Donate to any hunger-fighting organization and log it for team IM Generous! The team that logs the highest donation amount between November 27th and Dec 3rd, wins. And so do the local organizations!

HOW TO PARTICIPATE

1. Donate to any hunger-fighting organization of your choice between Nov 27 and Dec 3.

2. Use the HCW vs. Hunger form to record your donation towards the total for team IM Generous.*

3. Invite friends, family, and colleagues to join team IM Generous. You don’t have to work in healthcare to participate!

*Healthcare Workers Vs Hunger uses the form to gather donation totals for each team.

SCAN OR CLICK HERE TO LOG YOUR DONATION FOR TEAM IM GENEROUS

IM GENEROUS IS LED BY THE NY CHAPTER OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS